Iraqi Association is presenting Dr Ibrahim AL-Haidari (Professor in sociology and Author), in an open lecture and discussion on the Social basis of violent extremism.

Date: Tuesday 28th July 2015

Venue: Iraqi Cultural Centre
Threshold and Union House
65-69 Shepherds Bush Green,
London W12 8TX

Time: 6.30 to 8.30 pm

Chaired by Dr Al-Yassiri, chairman of Iraqi Association

The lecture will explore the sociological basis of violent extremism and terrorism and the theoretical models that explain violence and its relation to the human nature. It will also details the risks it pose on society and the individual.

The speaker will discuss topical issues on why a young person become a suicide bombers, is violence is product of nature or nurture. He will conclude by elucidating reason for the spread of Terrorism.

This is the first lecture of a series that tackle social and psychological basis of violent extremism. All lectures in Arabic aimed at raising awareness at this phenomenon.

Prior to the lecture Dr AL-Haidari will be available for a signing session on the book he recently published on roots and consequence of terrorism.